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An ace & inherited Vedic Astrology practitioner SHUBHA JAVARIA have been 
into the art of forecasting the future from last 16 years for Individuals, 
corporates & financial markets.

She is well known for guiding the people in practical spin and believes in 
empowering an individual by assessing future trends based on their Horoscope 
& zodiac reading, so that one can have maximum benefit & strategies 
accordingly. She has been successfully predicting the stock market from last 5 
years extended her guidance to many Financial institutions, investors

and traders.



STILL MARKETS ARE LEFT TO TASTE BOTTOM
An Astro View

After predicting the one way rise of Nifty in Jan I was very clear with my predictions that 
market will sharply correct/crash and thus advised all our clients specially traders to 
shed their positions before 25 Jan. With todays fall market participants are panic and 
worried. Some of the common queries going through are-
Positions are standing in the markets what should I do at this point of time? 
Is this a good time to Invest in equity based mutual funds?
Is this good time to buy stocks in personal ac?
I am having short positions when to cover?



More room left for correction

My studies reveals that we are yet in bearish trend and left more with it. One should not rush to invest afresh in the 

market. Astrologically still more time is left for bottom creation and reversal to be observed. There will be pull back 

also but one should not misunderstand as a reversal. Every rise will act as selling opportunity at present time. 

Bottom fishing could be dangerous at this point of time.

Soon we will update with the market reversal. Till that time trade carefully.



Please be informed that the following details are for onlypurpose of education. It is neither trading 
advice nor an invitation to trade. For trading advise please have the

consultation of affiliated advisor or broker.
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